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Disclaimer
This document (“Document”) is confidential and has been prepared by SOStravel.com, also referring to information and financial figures provided by its
shareholders and to public documents. This Document aims at providing its recipients with information concerning a possible initial public offering of
equity securities of SOStravel.com to trading on AIM Italia (“Transaction”). The information contained herein does not purport to be all-inclusive. In any
case, recipients are responsible for (i) conducting their own investigation and analysis and (ii) forming their opinion on the Company.
This Document has a merely informative nature and does not constitute an offer of securities for sale, or solicitation, or a recommendation to subscribe or
purchase shares.
This Document does not constitute or form part of any offer for sale or solicitation or any offer to buy or subscribe for any securities. Any offer for sale or
solicitation or any offer to buy or subscribe for any securities issued by SOStravel.com will be done according to the existing law and regulation, through
the publication of an Admission Document.
SOStravel.com provides information contained herein on a strictly confidential basis; by receiving this Document the recipient undertakes with
SOStravel.com to maintain strictly confidential the contents of the Document and the Document itself.
The content of this Document has a merely informative and provisional nature. The information contained in this Document does not fully describe the
Company and its projects and some information may have been omitted. No representation or warranty, either express or implied, is made as to, and no
reliance should be placed on, the fairness, accuracy, completeness, correctness or reliability of the information contained herein. Neither the Company
nor any of its representatives shall accept any liability whatsoever arising in any way in relation to such information or in relation to any consequence
arising from any use, assessment and/or processing of this Document, or for any fact otherwise arising in connection with this presentation. Under no
circumstances SOStravel.com is liable for any cost born for any assessment and/or analysis, or for other costs born in connection with the Transaction.
This Document may not be copied, presented and disseminated in any manner absent the written permission of SOStravel.com.
Although the Document has been prepared with due care, SOStravel.com does not provide any warranty on completeness, accuracy and fairness of
information, estimates and opinion provided herein. The Document included certain forward-looking statements, i.e. estimates which are subject to
uncertainties and risks. Actual results may differ materially from those projected or implied in the forward-looking statements.
The information contained in this Document is subject to change without notice. Past performance is not indicative of future results.
Any investment decision should be taken on the basis of information of the Admission Document and, in particular, of the chapter on Risk Factors.
This Document may not be copied, distributed or reproduced in whole or in part, nor passed to any third party without the written consent of the Company.
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Company overview – Key People
Role

Background

Rudolph Gentile
President – CEO - CCO
•
•
•
•
•

Degree in Sociology at La Sapienza University of Rome
President and founder of Safe Bag S.p.A. (since 1997)
Founder & CEO of Moviemax S.p.A, a production and distribution company listed on the stock exchange (2004)
Founder of M2 Pictures S.r.l. (2010)
Member of the Board of Air Italy (2010-2012)

Simone Gamba
CTO – COO
(Board member)
•
•

Nicola De Biase
Investor relator
(Board member)
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•
•
•
•
•

18 years of working experience as Analyst / Developer and Consultant in several companies including Hermes, Mondial
Assistance, Europ Assistance, Deutsche Bank, FIAT
In Safe Bag as Chief Technology Officer since 2016

Degree in Economics of Financial Markets at Bocconi University
Relevant experience in PE sector (Meridie Investimenti S.p.A, Cape Natixis SGR and Convergenza S.C.A.)
Partner of Italglobal
Member and director of AMF S.p.A., Ideal S.r.l. and Gimel S.r.l.
Business Partner, IR & Head of Corporate Finance at Safe Bag S.p.A.
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Company overview – SOS Travel
Market

SOS Travel operates in the integrated assistance services market for air passengers, by providing services to passengers through
digital platforms and mobile devices.
•
•

Activity
•
•

Clients

SOS Travel was founded in 2017, as a spin-off from Safe Bag SpA, with the aim to take the significant opportunities
currently offered by mobile technology in the global air travel market.
The company’s goal is to overcome the highly fragmented air passenger services market by offering a single
integrated digital platform, able to assist the traveler throughout his entire journey (assistance with multiple services
before, during and after his journey).
SOS Travel works basically as an “aggregator” of services, signing up ad-hoc contracts with multiple providers
(partners) in order to become the main reference point for the final customers.
SOS Travel provides passengers helpful information, service purchases, travel insurance and other assistance
services in a clear, simple and complete way for a pleasant journey.

Passengers (B2C), Airport/Handler operators (B2B).

Key Financials (€)
Value of production
YoY%
EBITDA
EBITDA Margin %

Financials
(Fonte: Management)

EBIT
NFP (cash)

Users (mln)

2017 (Pro-forma)

2018F

2019F

1.861

2.609

4.478

915

40,2%
436

71,6%
1.248

49,2%

16,7%

27,9%

786

218

821

44

(605)

(1.450)

0,13

0,89

2,15

Note: 2017 figures are audited by Audirevi. For a better unbderstanding, 2017 is represented in a pro-forma format (company was founded in Dec 2017). 2018F and 2019F
will be included in the admission document.

Strategy
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SOS Travel’s aim is to increase App awareness among passengers. The company’s strategy is focused on:
1) Safe Bag-related growth: Increase of SOS Travel’s online services destinated to 2 milion actual Safe Bag clients;
2) Digital Marketing: Digital marketing investments (SEO & SEM), in order to allow the increase of SOS Travel’s online market
services;
3) Commercial Partnership: Development of commercial partnerships with top airline players and handler.
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Value proposition – Vision and value proposition of SOS
Travel
Vision
“One thing I would focus on is apps.. which a lot of companies aren’t getting the value of yet
and aren’t putting a lot of development into…
Mobile is going to be more and more important for travel.. the paradigm will shift from a world
of web to a world of apps…
The average person only has 26 apps, so for travel, he will never have a lot of travel apps...
and will probably end up with an aggregator…

Lee McCabe, 2015
VP Alibaba Group North America
former Global Head of Travel Strategy at Facebook
and Director of Market Management at Expedia.

Right now it’s a huge window of opportunity, it’s a land grab.”

SOS Travel is based on the effective satisfaction of air passengers’ needs.
Passengers’ needs
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Solution

Is my flight on schedule? Did
the gate change?

What can I find at the airport?
(Pharmacies, ATM…)

Can I skip the queue for
security checks?

I would like to take out a travel
insurance.

My flight has been cancelled:
what can I do?

I need to track my mishandled
baggage.
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Value proposition – Product overview
Sostravel offers its target customers access to an integrated digital platform characterized by an innovative concept aimed at ensuring the user a series of
services for the traveler through a single mobile app that aspires to be clear, simple, complete and functional to facilitate and make the users' journey
enjoyable.

Search Box by airport name, city or
code.

Access to helpful information
concerning the flight (status, gate,
etc.).

Tracing of mishandled baggage
(SafeBag24).

Travel insurance coverage
against unforeseen events.
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Access
to
helpful
information
(Transfer, Maps, Food, Wi-fi) and
services (Parking, Rent, Avoid Line,
VIP Lounge, etc.) available at the
airport.

1

2

3

4

Assistance for the compilation
PIR online.

6

Dedicated concierge (24/7) providing
passengers with assistance for any
need during their journey.
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Value proposition – Flight info (1) & Airport info (2)
1) Flight Info: this service allows access to useful information related to the reference flights (flights status, gate…) after signing a subscriptions (the user
who installs the App for the first time will have the possibility of using the service twice for free).
2) Airport Info: allows free access to a series of useful information related to the airports (i.e. transfer, maps, food, Wi-Fi) and the possibility to purchase
some availabe services (i.e. parking, rental, access to VIP lounge, etc…).
Purchasing
methods

Purchasing
methods

Subscription

Free*

1

2

* The info is free but you can buy some services.

Note: prices shown in the pictures are intended as indicative and may change
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Value proposition – Lost&Found (3) e PIR Online (4)
3) Safe Bag 24 Lost&Found: allows to trace your baggage in case of loss and/or failure to return at the airport of destination; the service, to be
purchased before the trip, is available both on «pay-per-use» and by subscription and includes a call center. The Company undertakes to trace the
baggage within 1 day of receipt of PIR and, if not, to pay a penalty.
4) PIR Lost Luggage: it facilitates the compilation of the form (Property Irregularity Report) to report the loss of baggage and request the relative tracing.
The service is free and requires the existence of commercial agreements with the airlines and/or airports handlers.

Purchasing
methods

Purchasing
methods

Pay-per-use
Subscription

Free

3

4

Note: prices shown in the pictures are intended as indicative and may change
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Value proposition – Travel insurance (5) & Travel concierge (6)
5) Travel Insurance: allows access to the site of a primary insurance company and the purchase of insurance products and coverages relating to travel
(SOS Travel doesn’t in any way assume the role of agent, intermediary and/or part of the insurance contract).
6) Travel Concierge: allows, after signing a subscription, to contact a dedicated call center, operating 24/7, and get assistance for various needs
(booking flights, hotels, taxi, restaurants, etc…). The service is aviable in 8 different languages.

Purchasing
methods

Purchasing
methods

Pay-per-use

Subscription

Travel Concierge
(aviable in 8 languages)

5

6

Note: prices shown in the pictures are intended as indicative and may change
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Value proposition – In brief

FOR A FEE

FREE

Pay per Use

2
Airport Info*

5

Subscription

Travel
Insurance

1

3

4

Safe Bag 24
Lost&Found***

PIR Lost
Luggage

2
Airport Info*

6

* Airport Info: information is free, but some services can be purchased (eg Wifi, VIP lounge, parking ...).
** Flight Info: is available for a fee but the user who installs the App for the first time will have the opportunity to use the service twice for free.
*** Safe Bag 24 Lost & Found: is available both on a "pay-per-use" and by subscription.
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Flight
Info**
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Travel
Concierge

Value proposition – Sales channels

Sales Channels

1

2

Safe Bag-related

B2B

(Sales points-driven sales)

(Web-driven sales)

(Ground Handling)

1.a

1.b

Physical sales
points

On-line

(Safe Bag new
customers)

(Safe Bag existing
customers)

Sale to passengers
buying
wrapping
services at Safe Bag’s
airport
sales
points
(kiosks/shops).

Sale to Safe Bag’s
clients
which
had
registered via tablet
when buying wrapping
services.

Sale
to
all
users
worldwide which come
across
SOS
Travel
service
by
different
means
(marketing
campaigns,
web
research, word of mouth,
etc.).

Tablet registration

App store platforms

Kiosk

12

3

Online

Shop

On-line
(all users worlwide)
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Assistance provided
to

Handler
Operators
/Airlines

Airport

Value proposition – Potential customer network
After the finalization of the acquisition of Pack & Fly Group, the main operator of the Russian Federation also active in Europe and Asia, the
number of airports will increase to 50.

Source: Management data
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Value proposition – Critical Success Factors
I

II
Distinctive Value
Proposition

SOS Travel offers an
integrated solution
to meet the key needs
of air passengers,
currently not
completely covered
by other service
providers and which
makes it unique in
the field of service
APPs to travellers.
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III
The APP

The App has been
developed in 12
languages.
The technology used
makes it possible to
integrate/update the
App with other
services to meet the
needs of the traveler.

IV

V

Commercial
Partnerships

Synergies with
mother company

SOS Travel has already
signed commercial
agreements for the
sale of the App
services and provision
of support to Ground
Handling companies,
which include the
following:
• SOS Travel App:
Flightstat (Flight
Info), Collision
Group (Lounge
Pass), Ufirst (Avoid
Line),
Rentalcars.com (Car
rental), IMA (Travel
Insurance)
• Ground Handling:
Aviation Services
SITA World Tracer
• Travel concierge:
Servizi informatici

The synergistic
relationship with
Safe Bag allows SOS
Travel to leverage on:
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•
•

•

Safe Bag’s
customer portfolio
Experience gained
in the airport
services sector
Safe Bag’s
international
presence and
brand reputation

Scalability of the
business

•
•

Limited fixed
costs/overheads
Low capital
intensity: capital is
strictly intangible
(software) and
linked to digital
marketing
investments
necessary for
online
development.

Market overview – Global air passenger market
8.0
7.2

7.0
6.1

6.0

Passengers (Billion)

5.1

5.0
4.3

4.0

3.7

3.0
2.0

2.0
1.4
1.0

1.0
0.0

0.0
1946

0.1

0.2

1956

1966

0.5

1976

1989

1996

2006

HISTORICAL

2016

2020

2025

2030

2035

FORECAST*

Global air passenger market has shown progressive growth since 1946, Global demand for air travel is expected
which accelerated significantly in the last decade (+1.7 billion
to almost double over the next two
passengers from 2006 to 2016).
decades, passing from 3.7 billion
passengers in 2016 to 7.2 in 2035
(+3.6% CAGR).
Source: International Air transport Association (IATA), International Aviation Organization (ICAO).
(*) Forecast based on IATA’s constant policies scenario.
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Market overview – Service offering vs Competitors
SOS Travel is the only platform that offers all the main services useful for travelers in a single App.

Services/
Player
category

Insurance
companies
Allianz
AXA

Flight info
VIP
Lounge
Avoid Line

Airport
operators
Dubai Airports
Fraport

Airlines
Emirates
Luftansa

Financial services
American
Express

Emerging players in the Air Passenger Service Market*
Flio
Tripit

App in
the Air

`

`

`

`

`
`

`
`

`

`

Lost&Found
Concierge
Travel insurance

`
`

`

Travel Concierge
Medical insurance
Other ancillary
services

`

`

`

`
`

Source: development by consulting firm based on the websites of the companies.
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`

`

`

Lounge
PAss

uFirst

SOS
Travel

Business plan: guidelines & use of proceeds
Strategic guidelines

1
Safe Bag-related growth

2
Digital Strategy

Use of Proceeds

Growth of SOS Travel thanks to i) the commercial presence of
Safe Bag, ii) the M&A strategy of Safe Bag (finalization of the
acquisition of Pack & Fly Group and the others in pipeline
according to the Business Plan) and, iii) supply of services to
Handlers / Airlines (B2B)

Investments in digital marketing campaigns (SEO & SEM) with
the aim of making viral the app as quickly as possible and the
aim of increasing SOS Travel services in the online market

3
Commercial Partnerships

Commercial agreements with the main players active
in the air transport sector

Source: management
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b) Development of the App
concerning new features
and services;
c) Finalization of marketing
actions aimed to increase
lead generation with
subsequent acceleration
of the growth plan.

Business plan: Income statement and Balance sheet

2017

€'000

2018

Pro Forma

2019

Forecast

Forecast

Revenues

1.723

2.487

4.385

Value of Production

1.861

2.609

4.478

YoY%
EBITDA

40,2%
915

Ebitda margin %
EBIT

NFP
Equity

Registred Users (mln)

436
49,2%

786

71,6%
1.248

16,7%
218

27,9%
821

44

(605)

(1.450)

2.073

1.741

2.334

0,13

0,89

2,15

At the date of the Admission Document, the Company counts 7 employees and 12 outsourced employees dedicated to the
services provided by Sostravel through a call center located in Moldova.
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Company overview – Shareholders Pre-IPO & Corporate
Governance
Statutory Auditor

RG HOLDING
S.r.l.

59,39%

A.C. HOLDING
INVESTMENTS
SA

9,65%

ALESSANDRO
NOTARI

4,81%

MARCHIN
INVESTMENTS
BV

6,78%

FREE FLOAT

Auditing Company

Alessandro Pacieri – President
Paolo Natalini – Auditor
Davide Balducci – Auditor
Cosimo Pergola – Substitute
Andrea De Nigris – Substitute

19,37%

SAFE BAG S.p.A.

BOARD
OF DIRECTORS

100%

Rudolph Gentile
President & CEO
Roberto Mosca
Board member
Nicola De Biase
Board member
Simone Gamba
CTO/COO
Luca Galea
Board member
Edoardo Zarghetta
Indipendent board member
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sostravel.com S.p.A.
via Olona, 183/G
21013 Gallarate - Italia
P.IVA 03624170126
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